ABSTRACT Rome’s hinterland, Latium, has long been a focus of research. It offers a remarkably rich set of information, archaeological, epigraphical, and literary, and especially for the period 200 BC to AD 200. We can see a densely settled countryside with a scatter of urbanized settlements, and we can trace links between them and repetitive cultural behaviours. This paper presents the potential of a new database, combining three major surveys, and relates this first to the model of the globalized countryside, and then argues for the relevance of actor-network theory and assemblage theory. The intention is to encourage a renewed collaborative effort to understand ‘urbanity’ at a regional level, in central Italy and elsewhere.
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Introduction: The Current State of Research

Latium is a region of ancient Italy situated between the Tiber River and the Apennines, and the Monti Lepini and the marshes of the Pontine area, which were incorporated as Latium Adjectum. It was part of the Augustan Regio I, and its inhabitants, the Latins, were distinguished from the Etruscans to the north and the Oscan-Sabellic speaking peoples to the east and south by their language, Latin. The extension of the region north of the Tiber, as with modern Lazio, is the product of the development of the duchy of Rome as part of the Justinianic conquest in the sixth century AD. Geologically, it is dominated by the extinct volcanic Colli Albani, which also formed the plain that runs down to the Tyrrhenian coast. Politically and historically, the development of Rome, first as the pre-eminent settlement in the region, and then as a world power, had an immense impact on the political and economic development of the region.¹

In fact, we are remarkably well informed as to the hinterland of one of the world’s great metropoles, and over a long period of time. Apart from

¹ For good overall summaries, see Solin 1996; Cornell 2000; Moggetta 2014.
abundant publications for over a century, if one couples the evidence for the area south of the Tiber with the results of the South Etruria Survey led by John Bryan Ward-Perkins from 1955 and the Tiber Valley Project, which the British School at Rome initiated as a restudy of the material in the late 1990s, one can map an extraordinary density of settlement over time (Potter 1979; Patterson, di Giuseppe, and Witcher forthcoming).

This wealth of material obviously reflects at some level the influence exerted by the city of Rome itself. There are relatively few cities in history which have been so dominant, and much work has been done on the extractive capacities of the city and the economic and demographic consequences for the neighbouring regions. As a laboratory for regional survey and analysis, Lazio is exceptional. This has given rise to the Rome Hinterland Database Project which will combine the Tiber Valley Project survey data with the results of two major and contiguous datasets from the Pontine Region Project and La Sapienza's Suburbium project. This will open the way for analysis of the survey data and the possible application of GIS modelling across the region. The prospects for archaeological synthesis therefore are strong; but we lack a strong theoretical model for understanding the nature of this geographical area. How might we best think of it in regional terms, as opposed to individual settlements?

Geographically, this paper will respect the ancient definition of Latium, omitting southern Etruria, modern northern Lazio. The chronological framework of this paper is limited to the period between roughly 200 BC and AD 200. Whatever our reservations around the terms urban and urbanization when used as an evolutionary marker of a specific socio-political stage, by this time, there are a number of settlements which have all the characteristics which are normally applied to urbanism. The question then becomes less a matter of how urban they are, and more about what it means to live in an urban society (Cornell and Lomas 1995).

This paper sets out to address this from three distinct angles. First, we will offer some macro-scale parameters from the various datasets we have for Latium. Second, we will place this evidence in the parameters from the various datasets we have for distinct angles. First, we will offer some macro-scale society (Cornell and Lomas 1995). they are, and more about what it means to live in an urban society (Cornell and Lomas 1995).

This paper sets out to address this from three distinct angles. First, we will offer some macro-scale parameters from the various datasets we have for Latium. Second, we will place this evidence in the parameters from the various datasets we have for distinct angles. First, we will offer some macro-scale society (Cornell and Lomas 1995). they are, and more about what it means to live in an urban society (Cornell and Lomas 1995).

Second, we will return to the notion of networks, to argue for a combinatorial method as a way of understanding Latium as a regional space and an urban ecology.

**Macrohistory: The Parameters of Urban Latium**

The heyday of the metropolis of Rome was between the end of the Second Punic War, at the beginning of the second century BC, and the end of the second century AD (Holleran and Claridge 2018). Rome was not seriously threatened by an enemy from outside, and the city was the object of intense building work and unparalleled imperial munificence.

How should we best characterize the impact of the city on its surroundings? A traditional account might focus on consumer-city models and emphasize the extractive power of a city of three-quarters of a million inhabitants, one which far surpassed any other city in Italy and which had few if any competitors anywhere in the world at the time or subsequently (Morley 1996, 2–3). However, Neville Morley (1996) showed that the model of an entirely parasitic city was not a wholly satisfactory theoretical solution for the distinctive problems of capitalism, and not necessarily applicable either to the ancient city. Each metropolis has an impact on its hinterland, but the nature of that impact varies over space and time between individual cases and within each case study.

In the case of Rome in the period discussed, whilst the city was almost entirely a consumer, it also had an empire on which to rely. Staples, especially grain, were taken care of by large-scale imports, leaving the immediate hinterland able to focus on ‘intensive, market-oriented, specialised production of expensive perishables; fruit, certain vegetables, dairy products’.

Inevitably, this raises the issue of the development of villa agriculture, and the ways in which this form of production, heavily dependent on slavery, can be understood in the context of the central Italian economy. Who was benefitting from these villas? How did they operate in an overall economic structure? How rational and how scalable was villa economy (Becker and Terrenato 2012; Marzano and Métraux 2018)?

These are questions which have occupied scholarship for some time, and not only in central Italy. However, the central Italian situation has the added complexity of the numbers of imperial villas, which
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2 Erdkamp 2001; recent, controversial general accounts by Temin 2012 and Kay 2014; survey articles on Rome in Erdkamp 2013.

3 <http://comparativesurveyarchaeology.org/> [accessed 1 April 2020]. In addition, the University of Rome La Sapienza is developing a database and accompanying atlas for Latium (Capanna and Carafa 2019).

4 Morley 1996, 86; though see now Marzano 2013 for olive oil and wine.
can be identified in the landscape, in a greater degree of concentration than elsewhere (De Franceschini 2005; Frizell and Klynne 2005; Marzano 2007; Venditti 2011; Angelelli 2016). So we have to deal with questions of villas sustaining market demand, however limited they may have been by the slave mode of production, and the issue of how the villas of the emperors fed into this overall scheme. We also have to assess the condition of towns in the hinterland over this period, and the extent to which villa and town prosperity are causally linked.

To give some ideas of the scale of material we are dealing with, Annalisa Marzano catalogues 384 villas from Latium in her invaluable survey (2007). Most accounts, both ancient and modern, arrive at about forty or so towns. All the data points to high population density in the early empire, and Robert E. Witcher’s cautious suggestion is that the *suburbium*, which he defines as the area up to 50 km from Rome, had at its early imperial peak about half of Rome’s population, perhaps 350,000 people to Rome’s 700,000. If one adds the 50 to 100 km zone as a further variable, the total in the *suburbium* may easily equal the total population in Rome (this includes the densely inhabited areas of northern Latium) (Witcher 2005; 2008).

Witcher’s densities of population suggest in the region of 60 persons/km² for the inner ring, and 42 persons/km² for the additional area between 50 and 100 km from Rome. However, as Witcher is well aware, these figures are only approximate averages. Peter Attema and Tymon de Haas (2011) for instance arrive at a population density closer to the higher figure when they extrapolated from the survey data for Antium and its hinterland, towards the south of the region. They argued that this reflected the close integration of Antium with Rome, through its harbour, the Via Appia, and the social ties between an area which had many maritime villas, imperial patronage, and eventually a Neronian colony, and which was also tied into the network of settlements in the plain and the Lepini Mountains beyond. It is evident from survey data that in most of the *suburbium*, population density increases with the growth of Rome in the first two centuries AD.

Assuming that we follow urbanization rates (the proportion of people in towns to people outside towns) and population densities inside towns of early modern times, that is in the order of 20 per cent of the population in towns with a density in the order of 180 inhabitants per urban hectare, we are probably looking at dozens of settlements of between 5 and 10,000 people. There must have been several other smaller-scale settlements too, and we are just beginning to make sense of the category of minor centres as a key element in the network of the flow of goods and people.

These towns are linked by a complex and sophisticated infrastructure. Roads are crucial, both the large Roman constructions from the fourth century BC onwards (Appia, 312 BC; Tiburtina c. 286 BC, Flaminia 220 BC, and also the Via Salaria and Via Gabina/Prenestina, which were of greater antiquity) but also local roads and connections, which remain patchily mapped (Laurence 2011; Quilici 1991), and bridges. Along the roads, there are a number of stations of one kind or another, some but not all of which develop into the later *mansiones*, and we also find *collegia* of muleteers for instance. Water supply can be traced to many of the towns and was clearly a significant aspect of the organization of town and villa life (Thomas and Wilson 1994; Purcell 1996; Wilson 2009).

Eric C. De Sena (2005) and Marzano (2013a) have convincingly shown that Lazio made a significant contribution in terms of wine, olive oil, and other comestibles. Moreover, the processes of creating the urban and villa network itself involved a wide range of productive activities from quarrying (Russell 2013) to tile and brick production (Graham 2006a; Cifarelli and Nonnis 2019), mosaics, and so forth, which then required their own infrastructure — for instance the production of charcoal (Veal 2013; 2017; Horden 2014). The productive landscape of Latium is clearly critically important for its own prosperity and one can imagine producing ever more detailed mapping of this through the opportunities offered by the major survey databases. We can already produce maps of certain indicative features such as kilns, mills, and so forth.

A truly environmental history of Latium, reflective of its resource opportunities, has yet to be written, but some of the material certainly exists. It would clearly show a highly variegated landscape, including the plains around Rome and in the Pontine region, the
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5 Cornell 2000 and Bispham 2007 for discussion.
6 More generally Attema, de Haas, and Tol 2011.
7 De Ligt 2012; Pelgrom 2013 has a much higher density.
8 See De Francesco 2014; Keay and Millett 2016; Tol and others 2014 and Tol, de Haas, and Anastasia 2019 for vital economic role of minor centres.
9 Frezza 2012 for epigraphy.
10 France and Nelis-Clément 2014; Coarelli 2019; CIL (*Corpus inscriptionum latinarum*) vi. 9.485 for muleteers on the Via Tiburtina, on which see Bjur and Frizell 2009; intriguing evidence from the Antonine itinerary, Graham 2006b; Talbert 2008; Bernard 2019.
11 Angelelli and Tortorella 2016, outlining a new corpus.
Monti Lepini and the pre-Apennine Monti Lucretii, Monti Tiburtini, and Monti Prenestini, and the Alban Hills. It is also important to note the significance of the façade maritime, which operated across a continuum of productive pesciculture, port activity, through to grandiose luxury villas. One key aspect of a regional approach would be to understand more thoroughly the kind of relationship between coast and inland, cutting across the north-west to south-east road network.

Understanding mobility is key to going beyond the static cartographic representation. How many people were mobile and for what purposes? Despite all the recent attention to mobility (De Ligt and Tacoma 2016; Tacoma 2016; Isayev 2017), short-distance intra-communal mobility is extremely difficult to track, but the degree of facilitation which is evident in the Latin countryside is a strong proxy for the assumption that this was common and frequent. Markets were frequent and important (Frayn 1993; Storchi Marino 2000), which of course also feeds back into our understanding of the regional economy.

Almost every aspect of this section merits further study and definition. My intention has been primarily to show how densely occupied, and how intensively used, the Latin landscape must have been. This causes us to inquire as to how profoundly known this landscape must have been, the ways in which it was perceived, apprehended, and described, and how we should translate that in terms of urban networks. How then can we make sense of this landscape? One recent approach has been to think in terms of globalization, as a way of explaining the impact of intensification, and recently this has been applied to the suburbiun. This is the subject therefore of our next section.

**The Globalization Thesis**

The relationship of the suburbiun to two of the most successful arguments in Roman imperial history over recent years, Romanization and globalization, is intriguing. The Latins spoke the same language as the Romans, worshipped more or less the same gods in more or less the same way. Their conquest moment was early and arguably led quickly to the participation of Latins in Roman politics. There is a sort of mutual expansion, and if there was no question that Rome had won in the fourth century, everything we have seen so far indicates that Rome was Latinized as much as the Latins were Romanized (Terrenato 2019; Cifarelli, Gatti, and Palombi 2019). The Romanization debate has therefore largely passed by Latium.

As the Romanization debate has proceeded, and to some extent faded (Keay and Terrenato 2001; Aberson and others 2016), the notion that globalization might be useful for explaining aspects of Roman imperial development has come to the fore (Pitts and Versluys 2015; Hodos 2017). Here the suburbiun is much closer to the heart of the argument. From one point of view, the towns of Latium are clearly central to the notion of a standardized cultural package (Wallace-Hadrill 2008), and it is also clear that from the second century BC onwards they provided an important part of the traders and business infrastructure that sustained the globalizing empire.

So we can trace the flow of Latins from their towns into the Mediterranean and back; but what about the countryside? We can take for instance the recent demonstration of the role of Fondi in the wine trade with southern France to stand for other engagements of the rural productive landscape with the wider Mediterranean. A wreck off Hyères, Var, near Marseilles reveals a cargo of hundreds of amphorae from two workshops at San Biagio and San Anastasia near Fondi in the first century BC, shipping the famous Caecubum and Fundanum wines. Many are stamped by P. Vevius Papus, who clearly owned the atelier and the vineyard, and whose amphorae have also been found in Morocco (Boube 1985–1986). The stamping system reveals the mechanisms of tracing cargoes, presumably for tax purposes; but the system will obviously only work because of the port and harbour system of coastal Latium. Do we regard this as part of the urban or the rural economy of Latium?

In this context Witcher’s (2017) use of the notion of the globalized countryside, championed by Woods (2007; 2009), is applicable to our case study. The problem which Michael Woods was addressing was the place of the countryside within globalization discourses, which tend to be dominated by cities, and which therefore leave the countryside as ‘acted upon’. The specifics of the rural experience are to an extent discounted. Woods’s aim therefore was to identify a theoretical framework for the globalized countryside which made it possible to include that rural experience.
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13 Lafon 2001; on the maritime aspect more generally Marzano 2013b.
14 Salomies 1996 for Latins in the senate.
15 See, for instance, Hasenohr 2007; Coarelli 2016 for Delos.
Witcher summarizes the ten distinct categories as follows:

1. Elongation of commodity chains and increased dependency on the consumption of imported commodities.
2. Externalization of property ownership and investment.
3. Social power and economy are monopolized by fewer people and institutions.
4. The scaling up of social and political authority beyond local reach.
5. Enhanced social polarization whereby the enterprising few have new opportunities to amass wealth but the majority do not.
6. The global countryside is a supplier — and user — of migrant labour.
7. The global countryside is inscribed with the marks of globalization in the form of environmental degradation including deforestation, erosion, and the expansion of pastoral landscapes.
8. The global countryside involves a discursive construction of Nature.
9. The global countryside is used less for agricultural production and increasingly as the focus of leisure and tourism.
10. The ‘global countryside’ is contested.

Witcher has shown how all Woods’s categories can apply to the Roman imperial landscape, with relevant adjustments. By comparing the suburbium with the more rugged and distant region of the Apennine Abruzzo, Witcher (2017, 49) is able to demonstrate that ‘the cultural distance between rural and urban was much greater in the newly and thinly urbanized region of Samnium than it was in the long and densely urbanized suburbium.’

However, it is not clear that the distinct criteria outlined by either Woods or Witcher are actually specifically relatable to rural or urban contexts. They can certainly be illustrated in rural contexts, but at the same time one could adapt them with little difficulty to the urban. This is not an objection to the concept, which serves to draw the rural into the ‘global countryside’ as claims for a more active notion of networks, and the discursive construction of a city/countryside divide are experiences shared and described across the metropolis to hinterland boundary.

Another point of potential weakness is the relationship between the higher-order theory and individual elements of evidence which can be brought to bear. So we can talk about the widespread use of Samian ware as an illustration of the consumption of imported goods, and of standardization, and this whole subject was brilliantly explored by Andrew Wallace-Hadrill (2008). But what is gained and lost by calling this Romanization or globalization or something else? It is clear that the higher-level observations are helpful for change over time, and we shall see how this compensates for weaknesses in other theories. However, the necessary bundling and generalizing of observation understates unique interactions, never repeated in quite the same way, and across different cognitive registers. In other words, the meta-theoretical standpoint is better at describing change at the macro level than at the micro level.

In Miguel John Versluys’s account (2014, 7), one key reason to adopt globalization was the hope that it would lead to taking material culture more seriously, to focus on objects within a world of heightened connectivity: ‘It is now time for the Romanization debate to become genuinely archaeological and, therefore, to make material culture, with its agency and material properties, central to the analyses’. At the heart of this claim is the argument for a turn from territories towards networks, and for giving objects an important role within the networks. Astrid Van Oyen (2016a), for instance, was able to show how the emphasis on the agency of objects opens up new ways of understanding the contribution of terra sigillata (of which the above-mentioned Samian ware is a subset) in cultural and economic terms.

Moreover, in many versions of the globalization argument, there is an emphasis on returning to what Bruno Latour (2008, 173) calls making the local global, that is to say, finding the ‘continuous connections leading from one local interaction to other places, times, and agencies through which a local site is made to do something’. Whatever the use of a rebooted Romanization thesis, or a new globalization framework might be, Latour’s critique, and perhaps much of the drive even within globalization for theoretical refinement, takes us from the grand theory back to the networks themselves. In the last section, I want to restore to Witcher’s global countryside a more active notion of networks, and to ask how this looks not in the middle or far distance of Rome’s reach, but on her very doorstep. My contention is that this avoids exaggerating the dualism between city and countryside; and that it places emphasis on specific social practices, thus compensating for the grand scale of globalization.
Nets, Meshes, Crowds, and Fictions

Network theory’s utility for archaeology is now firmly established (Knappett 2011; 2013). A genealogy of the development of this field of study is far beyond the scope of this essay, but we can isolate some of the key steps as background to our further discussion. To do this I propose a highly schematic differentiation between a technical and a philosophical understanding of networks, and within the latter, the interconnected issues of object-oriented ontology and multi-scalar analysis.

Much network analysis is highly technical and derives from formal definitions and graphic representations, where the capacity to gather and sort large quantities of data can then reveal patterns. At its most basic, such representations emphasize, for instance, the movement of goods or people rather than points of deposition; nodes and lines rather than dots on a map. The philosophical implication is the emphasis on relationality, that an object or person needs to be understood in its relationships, with time, space, and other objects and persons (Van Oyen 2016b). That becomes more innovative as a notion when data permits the true richness of such relationships to be understood, and because it deposes an entirely egocentric notion of action in favour of an emphasis on our dependencies.

The next critical step in this more philosophical positioning relates to the role of objects. Emphasizing the agency of objects and human entanglement with materiality raises the significance of the material record from being simply a product of human activity to an integral and symmetrical agent (Olsen and Witmore 2015). Importantly, this enriches our understanding of what it is, and was, to be human; as Greg Woolf (2017, 216) puts it, ‘Taking things seriously allows us to put people in perspective’.

The relational and object-oriented aspects of network theory are often regarded as a key advantage of network theory’s potential in permitting analysis that operates up and down the scales of analysis, from macro to microscale and back. This itself can be seen both in the more traditional sense of microhistory, in which the emphasis is on the normally invisible actors in society, and in a more economic notion of the microscale, looking at local interactions and changes. The aspiration is to be able to see how small-scale interactions are shaped by and contribute to the broadest understanding of social and historic change, and to create a generously inclusive analysis.

One of the larger challenges however is finding datasets which are large and rich enough to permit us to take full advantage of all these aspects, to create both a proper analysis, and to have sufficient and sufficiently diverse kinds of evidence to contextualize results and to compare and contrast. I hope to have shown even in the brief summary in the section ‘Macrohistory’ that the hinterland of Rome does offer precisely such richness.

At least three key advantages of looking at Latium from a network perspective seem to offer themselves. First, the concentration on nodes outside Rome offers a welcome opportunity to emphasize the relevance of the suburbium. Second, the multiplicity of information offers the chance to operate across different objects and agents. Third, although there is no doubt some value in using network theory for an early period, for seeing the emergence of a network, the value of a rich and relatively stable period is that it offers a very comprehensive dataset. Whether this constitutes good big data is arguable, but it might come close.

That said, the very richness of the data may reveal some of the limitations of some of the varieties of network thinking. One question might be how to remain aware of the gaps in the information. Notwithstanding the richness of the material, there is still a black-box effect — we see what we can trace, but we are still often seeing archaeological material at the end of its journey, which will most often not be the end of the human interaction that formed it.

It is partly in response to these problems that Peregrine Horden (2014) developed Tim Ingold’s (2007) notion of meshwork rather than network in an important essay specifically on the suburbium (cf. Grey and others 2013). Aspects of this essay which are especially relevant here include the emphasis on the non-urban as the natural state of affairs, not the urban. Throughout this essay, we have been in and out of towns, on roads, in rural sanctuaries, exploring the productive countryside. Indeed some of our towns are barely that, and certainly none is even close in size and complexity to Rome. The metaphor of the mesh is more inclusive, it leaves less out. Indeed Horden’s use of the mesh edges a little towards an even more generous vision than that of Ingold, who originated the term. Ingold spoke of lines and their convolution; in a landscape con-
text we should surely not just look along the line but also to either side, and above and below. At any point one is surrounded conceptually by past and future, and spatially by what one passes through. It is entirely relevant that from the top of the Temple of Fortuna at Praeneste one could see the sea — and that from the sea you could see the fire on the top of the temple.

So the metaphor of mesh is doing important work in pushing us as far as possible beyond the operation of either working out a spatial model, or tracking specific objects from one place to another, or even combining these; it is neither just about space, nor just about material culture. It encourages a more dynamic and a more imaginative model.

This methodological discourse is in dialogue with Latour’s account of Actor-Network Theory (ANT) (Latour 2008). ANT offers two ideas to explore further. First, the notion that there is a problem to be solved or analysed is to be abandoned; rather we see the possibility of adding further descriptive layers. We can therefore envisage a research agenda which is primarily descriptive, and each description makes our mesh more complex but also more convincing. Second, the theory obliges us to take seriously what the actors said about their relationships, and this it seems to me is one way of giving real weight to the more discursive aspects of life, for instance religious networks. These were in a sense ways of describing interrelationships — they are part of a communicative process.19

Where ANT is less successful, perhaps, is in seeing the possibility for change. Rightly or wrongly, Latourian actants have been portrayed as either static or impossibly short lived, since any change in their network of relationships changes them fundamentally (Harman 2009, 104). For this reason, some modern geographers look to Manuel DeLanda’s Deleuzian notion of assemblages.20 Both ANT and assemblage theories are valuable at a micro level and for assemblages to make sense, to be coherent, its collapse, some hybrid of ANT and assemblage theory gets us closer to the texture of the lived experience of urban and quasi-urban life, of the opportunities afforded by ‘urbanity’.21

To pick up another of Horden’s (2014) points, whilst acknowledging the significantly unique aspects of Rome as the imperial centre, he shows that many of the qualities which we take to be urban can be seen in microcosm right through the region. ‘Stable infrastructure, supervision of weights and measures, security [...] could all be found outside the city, not only in small towns but in the countryside too.’ This is consonant with Nicholas Purcell’s (1998) earlier account of the evolution of the façade maritime. By focusing on issues of ecological control, mythical invention, and cultural performance, Purcell shows that the coastal region of Latium cannot be separated
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19 Rüpke 2015 for religion as communication. I hope to illustrate this further for Latium in the future.

20 In French, agencement, Phillips 2006; see McFarlane 2011a; 2011b; De Munk 2017; Delanda 2006; 2016.
from the economics, politics, and society of Rome itself. Purcell describes how ‘a whole landscape functioned allusively as a setting for otium’. And we can add so many more examples, from the Versailles-style vineyard operation at Villa Magna and the pleasure boats of Lake Nemi, to the nymphaeum at Segni, which preserves the name of its Greek architect in a shell mosaic (Fentress and others 2017; Coarelli and Ghini 2013; Cifarelli 1995; Zevi 1996).

As Purcell stresses, otium here is not trivial. It speaks directly to self-perception and self-promotion. It is a form of cultural performance which insofar as it is the reverse of negotium contributes to the definition of that activity. Indeed, the whole construction of the notion of the rural, both that which starts just outside the gates of Rome and the allusive rural spaces inside the city, and of the urban, both at Rome and in imitative miniature outside, along with the carefully selected behaviours appropriate to each, are based in imitative and mutually reinforcing practices up and down the social spectrum. This is why the self-conscious literary discourses of the opposition between town and country in fact reinforce and rely upon their interpenetration and mutual comprehensibility. They are plausible alternatives; the country is not the wilderness (Braud 1989; Purcell 1998; Skoie 2006; Spencer 2006).

Michael Smith (2019) has referred to Anthony Leeds’s old but important definition, in which he stated:

Any society which has in it what we commonly call ‘towns’ or ‘cities’ is in all aspects an ‘urban’ society, including its agricultural and extractive domains [...] the terms ‘urban’ and ‘rural’ come to stand to each other not as opposites and equivalents. Rather, the inclusive term describing the whole society is ‘urban’ while the term ‘rural’ refers only to a set of specialties of an urban society characterized by being inherently linked (under any technology known) to specific geographical spaces (Leeds 1980, 6–7).

This seems to me consistent with Horden’s argument, and it offers a really helpful reminder that in this sense urbanity is a construction which extends far beyond the city walls. In Latium, I suggest, we see a set of ecological, political, and demographic circumstances which permitted urbanity to be unusually widely spread.

One of the more interesting theories about how to characterize the urban is that of energized crowding. Michael Smith (2019) groups the consequences of energized crowding under three headings: scalar stress, community formation, and economic growth. Archaeologically, we lack abundant evidence for the former. Kristian Killgrove’s and Wim Jongman’s work on skeletal remains is a start which may in due course permit us to make more substantial arguments about the health of the population, though initial findings seem to suggest that this is a period where the population is not especially healthy (Killgrove 2017; Killgrove and Tykot 2018; Jongman, Jacobs, and Goldewijk 2019). The very high concentrations of people is certainly a significant factor for the life opportunities of some, and makes the focus on civic amenities and apparent wealth all the more striking.

The evidence for community formation is significant, and as suggested above goes beyond individual communities. The constant criss-crossing lines of connection, which we have begun to track, were all ways in which the region was united through ritual, political, economic, and social practices, to use Monica Smith’s (2014) vectors for structuring urban interactions. The repetition of key ideas about the past, often expressed through ritual activity, points to the commonality of expectation and experience. An absolute key issue is the extent to which so-called towns in Latium were population centres or hubs for markets, amenities, and spectacle, and how this changes over time. Sites may show much greater discontinuity even over this relatively stable period, but that may reflect functional change. The continuity of municipal life evidenced by epigraphy suggests that even if this was somewhat fictional, it was a fiction worth preserving, and it must rest on shared perceptions of communal values, encouraged from time to time by imperial interventions.

In dialogue with the sustaining of notional communities is the maintenance of the central Italian economy. Arguments over whether the economy grows, and along what definition of growth, are complex, but current accounts tend to be positively inclined to accepting this (Erdkamp and Verboven 2015; Haas 2017; Jongman 2017). At the very least it is impossible to deny the complexity and the success of the Latin economy, even if that came at a huge price, for slaves and the marginalized. The sharing, matching, and learning behaviours which led to agglomerative economies may have been possessed also by some of the less privileged in society, especially freedmen and freedwomen, but that does not diminish the hideous inequality inherent in this system.

Moreover, these sharing, matching, and learning behaviours should not be confined to the economic. They are equally operative in cultural activities. A good example, which could be traced over the period, is in individual religious experiences, including mystery religions and so forth. The evidence of the inventive pagan cultic activity, or the spread of
Mithraea in Latium outside Rome and Ostia, some of them in relatively small centres, and subsequently Christianity, might be interpreted in precisely this way. At least some of these may be eschatological responses to the inequality we have just referred to.

Insofar as energized crowding is helpful for understanding urbanization, it is not confined to the urban as defined in a traditional sense. The intense connectivity of Latium suggests that a large proportion of its dense population was behaving like an energized crowd, and across even more vectors than the model currently allows for. Both Smith and Horden cite Fernand Braudel’s image of the city as an electric transformer (Braudel 1982, 479), and in a sense both are looking in very different ways at what are the inputs and outputs which would make this metaphor work, an essential aspect of being able to track long-term change. Horden’s reluctance to embrace this metaphor takes him closer to Latour’s insistence that it is the interrelationships between agents and agents, and agents and objects which are doing the work (working the net, spinning the mesh).

The extent of available material will in due course allow us to come closer to constructing chaîne opéra-toires across a variety of technological practices, to begin to assess the variety of material culture available in different kinds of locations, from towns to villas to minor centres, and perhaps even to start to think about how this material culture shaped and acted upon individual lived experience. Moreover, we can build from local interactions, to subregions and then to the regional scale, and in an area crucially connected to and reflective of the developed Roman economy. This offers an unusually rich opportunity to test our capacity to build multi-scalar but interconnected levels of description.

In short, Latium offers extraordinary opportunities for fine-grained analysis and for the description of an array of meshes or networks, which add up to a repetitive distributed pattern. The relationships we have described, and more that we have not, construct urban life, or urbanity, right across the region; the affordances of the urban are extraordinarily widely spread.

From the Late Republic on, we see community building, economic agglomeration, scalar stress, mythical invention, and high levels of connectivity, all of which offer opportunities and challenges, which are in turn generative of innovation and adaptation, perhaps even of ‘connective verve’. They are equally dependent on and productive of marginalization, inequality, and exploitation (a connection or an assemblage may be, after all, profoundly, damagingly unequal). My contention is that although this will vary in degrees across the region, the more important and salient fact is the extent to which this experience is shared. My second contention is that the opportunities and consequential downsides outlined here, however much they were inevitably influenced by the presence of Rome as a metropolis of extraordinary economic, cultural, social, and political weight, are actively co-produced by actants, to use the Latourian term to include landscape, material culture, and humans, right across Latium.

It is this meshwork which constrained and inspired at every level — physical, economic, intellectual, emotional — the lived experience of the inhabitants of Latium. We glimpse here more fully than almost anywhere else in the Roman world the variety of life; the bargemen of the coastal ports to the chestnut gatherers and pear growers of upland towns, the freedmen bailiffs and wet nurses, the aspirant local administrators and the absentee Roman patroni, the individual dedicatee in a rural shrine, and the holder of an artificially archaic priesthood. It is the sum of their actions, through and alongside their material and spatial context, which constituted Latium’s connected ecology from hamlet to megalopolis (Horden and Purcell 2000, 104).

---

21 See, for instance, Vermaseren 1982 for the Mithraeum at Marino in the Alban Hills.
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